TOWN OF WELLESLEY
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

TAILBY & RAILROAD
REDEVELOPMENT

AURA-PRITZKER WELLESLEY
JUNE 1, 2018

June 1, 2018

Board of Selectmen’s Office
c/o Meghan Jop
525 Washington Street
Wellesley, MA 02482
Re: Proposal for the Tailby and Railroad Redevelopment
Dear Ms. Jop:
AURA-Pritzker Wellesley (“APW”) is pleased to provide you with its proposal to enter into long-term ground leases for
the Tailby and Railroad Commuter Parking Lots located in Wellesley, Massachusetts for the development of a
comprehensive transit-oriented mixed-income community on these parcels (the “Project”). This proposal is supported by
the contingent withdrawal of the Delanson Circle and Weston Road 40B proposals, the former of which shall be replaced
by a by-right 9-unit townhome development and the latter of which shall be rezoned under the proposed Project zoning to
enable a mixed-income transit-oriented project pursuant to the Town’s Inclusionary Bylaw. Enclosed please find our
technical and financial proposals in more detail.
In reviewing the proposal, you will find that our plans effectively meet the Town RFP objectives. In particular, our
proposal incorporates mixed-income housing into a vibrant downtown environment that supports local businesses,
improves traffic at critical intersections, increases available covered parking, provides pedestrian access to MBTA
platforms, and connects Linden Street to Wellesley Square neighborhoods.
Please feel free to contact us should you have any questions or requires additional information on our proposal. We look
forward to working with the Town in advancing the Tailby and Railroad Redevelopment.
Sincerely,
AURA-Pritzker Wellesley

Victor Sheen
Managing Director
AURA Wellesley
49 Coolidge Street
Brookline, MA 02446
617-721-3342

Adelaide Grady
Senior Vice President
Pritzker Realty Group
30 Dalton Street
Boston, MA 02115
617-806-6119
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THE PROJECT
The proposed project consists of a 120-unit rental community and a centralized public parking structure on the Tailby
Parking Lot (“Tailby”) and a 30-unit condominium building with ground floor retail on the Railroad Parking Lot
(“Railroad”) and will include 130 units that qualify for inclusion in the Subsidized Housing Inventory (“SHI”) per the
Department of Housing and Community Development (“DHCD”) guidelines. With the exception of five (5) visitor
parking spaces, all parking will be housed in structured parking facilities.
The rental building will be constructed over a podium level of parking serving the residential use that will capitalize on the
existing topography to enable first floor units to meet Crest Road and Linden Street at existing grade. The 120 units and
associated residential amenities will be housed in a four and five story building in the shape of a splayed “E” arranged on
the site so that the ends of the three arms extend toward Crest Road and Linden Streets, minimizing the perception of the
building’s mass from the adjacent residential neighborhoods. The building mass is further minimized by the natural
surrounding topography, which slopes steeply upward to the north of the Tailby site so that the perceived building height
from Crest Road north of Linden Street will be two to three stories.
The centralized parking structure on the Tailby site will be a fully-automated parking facility that will be owned and
operated by the Town. This structure will house 300 public parking spaces and 70 dedicated residential parking spaces in
six parking levels and will be accessed from both the existing Linden Street curb cut and a new signalized access point at
the existing Crest Road/Linden Street intersection. Pedestrian connectivity and handicap accessibility to Wellesley Square
and the MBTA Station will be enabled through the garage elevator and on-site paths and sidewalks, connecting across an
improved streetscape along the Crest Road bridge or through a potential pedestrian bridge across the MBTA tracks.
The condominium building will be constructed in a three-story H-shaped building over a podium housing both ground floor
retail and resident parking. The parking will be accessed off of the existing driveway connection from the Railroad Parking
Lot to Grove Street and the curb cut at Railroad Avenue will be abandoned. The building design will fit harmoniously with
Wellesley Square’s traditional New England styles and will frame views of Post Office Park and the Station Oak from
Lower Wellesley Square and will shield views of the Tailby parking garage from Upper Wellesley Square. Pedestrian
accessibility to the eastbound MBTA platform will be provided by a building elevator and on-site paths and sidewalks,
whether connecting from a potential pedestrian bridge across the tracks or from the Crest Road bridge.
Weston
The Weston Road project will be a 30-unit condominium building in four stories above a parking podium that utilizes the
existing topography to set the parking a full story below the Weston Road grade. While the Weston Road project is not on
the land to be leased from the Town and is therefore not included in the Project, it will be entitled through a map
amendment to apply the Project’s proposed new zoning district to the Weston Road site.
Withdrawal of 40B Applications
As part of the consideration to the Town for the Project ground lease, AURA Wellesley will withdraw its 40 B proposals
for both the Delanson Circle and Weston Road projects upon receipt of final, unappealable building permits for the abovedescribed Project and Weston Road project.

Project Summary
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DEVELOPER ENTITY
AURA Wellesley and Pritzker Realty Group (“PRG”) have come together to form AURA-Pritzker Wellesley (“APW”)
with an alignment of core values and a long-term investment mindset to assemble a professional, experienced team that is
highly qualified to execute a project of this scope and complexity. The AURA Wellesley principals and local PRG
leadership have collaborated previously to develop two transit-oriented projects in Melrose, MA totaling 300 units. A key
principal on the Project design team was the project architect for these developments, and in addition the team has brought
together its preferred consultants to design, entitle, construct and operate this exciting Project.
AURA-Pritzker Wellesley is a for profit single asset entity likely to be formed in the State of Delaware to undertake the
Tailby and Railroad Redevelopment, with AURA Wellesley and Pritzker Realty Group as co-managers, with equal shares
of ownership interests.
All correspondences should be addressed to the primary contacts listed below:
Victor Sheen, Managing Director
AURA Wellesley
49 Coolidge Street
Brookline, MA 02446
617-721-3342
vsheen@outlook.com
and
Adelaide Grady, SVP
Pritzker Realty Group
30 Dalton Street
Boston, MA 02115
617-806-6119
agrady@pritzkerrealty.com

Developer
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DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPALS
AURA Wellesley and Pritzker Realty Group will be co-managers, with equal shares of ownership interests.
Pritzker Realty Group
An affiliate of PSP Partners, for which Penny Pritzker is chairman, with John Kevin Poorman as CEO and General
Counsel, William Seth Martin as President, Adelaide Grady as Senior Vice President of Development, and Lissa Lunt as
Vice President of Investment.
AURA Wellesley
A single asset entity to be formed by the members of Delanson Realty Partners LLC and Wellesley Park LLC, with Victor
Sheen, Yonathan Halperin, Jonathan Parkes and Peter Holland as principals.

DEVELOPMENT MANAGERS
APW seeks to streamline Town management of projects with a dedicated single point of contact for all development
parcels including Tailby, Railroad and Weston. All consultants and service providers shall report directly to the
development managers listed below and will not have any direct contact with the Town themselves. During the initial
development process, the single point of contact for the Town shall be Victor Sheen.
Victor Sheen, Managing Director
AURA Wellesley
49 Coolidge Street
Brookline, MA 02446
617-721-3342
vsheen@outlook.com
and
Adelaide Grady, SVP
Pritzker Realty Group
30 Dalton Street
Boston, MA 02115
617-806-6119
agrady@pritzkerrealty.com

Development Principals | Managers
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DEVELOPER EXPERIENCE
APW has assembled a highly qualified development team that is uniquely positioned to execute a project of this type, scale
and complexity. With Pritzker Realty Group’s (PRG) institutional investment experience and long history of successful
execution across multiple asset classes, PRG’s local team’s proven track record of high-quality multifamily development
with complex regulatory structures and close coordination with the MBTA, and AURA’s expertise on the ground engaging
stakeholders and navigating sensitive entitlement processes, the team is ideally suited to deliver the highest quality project
to meet the Town’s objectives.
In addition, PRG’s local team and AURA’s principals have worked together on two past projects as buyers and sellers,
respectively, working together through complex title, entitlement and legal issues to collaboratively reach mutually
beneficial outcomes. This team comes together out of mutual respect and recognition of complementary strengths despite
alternative opportunities for greater short term gain. We believe this type of values-driven partnership is best poised to
weather the inevitable challenges and conflicts of a long-term and complex project such as this.
AURA WELLESLEY
AURA Wellesley is a real estate investment entity headed by key principals of Delanson Realty Partners LLC and
Wellesley Park LLC, with Victor Sheen, Yonathan Halperin, Jonathan Parkes and Peter Holland as managing members. Its
principals have over 80 years of combined investment, development and construction experience of luxury and mixedincome housing in the Boston area.
JFK Crossing / 49 Coolidge Street, Brookline, MA
Development of 25 mixed-income residential units and commercial spaces in the Coolidge Corner neighborhood of
Brookline, Massachusetts.
 Creation of transit-oriented multifamily project in partnership with town planning staff and neighborhood
through a friendly 40B permitting process;
 Creation of mixed-income housing with 100% of the units that count towards the Subsidized Housing
Inventory;
 Preservation of historically significant building as buffer to neighborhood.
Stone Place Mill / 37 Washington Street, Melrose, MA
Redevelopment of a former industrial mill complex including 300 new construction and mill conversion residential units in
the Smart Growth District of Melrose, Massachusetts.

JFK Crossing – Brookline

 Creation of a new Smart Growth District near MBTA station and right of way to allow transit-oriented
multifamily developments in partnership with town planning staff and Board of Aldermen;
 Creation of mixed-income housing units that count towards the Subsidized Housing Inventory;
 Preservation of historically significant buildings and neighborhood;
 Coordination with MBTA due to construction in close proximity to MBTA right of way.

Developer Experience
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VICTOR SHEEN
Managing Director
AURA PROPERTIES
Mr. Sheen has over 15 years of experience in leading acquisitions and development for private, institutional real estate
companies and investors in projects spanning across the Northeastern United States. Specifically, Mr. Sheen is responsible
for Acquisitions Due Diligence, Feasibility Analysis, Equity & Debt Financing, Major & Minor Permitting, and
Disposition Coordination. More recently, Mr. Sheen is a founding member of AURA Properties, managing the investment
and development of luxury residential and mixed income properties in the Boston metropolitan areas.
Prior to founding AURA Properties, Mr. Sheen was a Development Manager with JPI. His responsibilities included all
aspects of development including sourcing, underwriting, due diligence, entitlement, permitting, design, and construction
administration of multifamily projects in the Northeast Region. Prior to joining JPI, Mr. Sheen held various development
and design positions with the Mullins Company and Pei Cobb Freed & Partners Architects. While at Mullins, Mr. Sheen
was a Development Manager responsible for the design and permitting of numerous 40B affordable housing projects in
Massachusetts. As a Senior Associate Architect at Pei Cobb Freed & Partners Architects in New York, Mr. Sheen managed
the design and construction of projects ranging from a 52-story office tower in Madrid to a 325-room hotel in Barcelona.
Mr. Sheen is a graduate of Rice University with a Bachelor in Architecture, and a graduate of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology with a Masters in Real Estate Development. Mr. Sheen currently resides in
Cambridge with his wife.

JONATHAN PARKES
Construction Manager
AURA PROPERTIES
Mr. Parkes has an extensive background in development, specifically in management, permitting, approvals, and contract
administration of urban residential projects. Mr. Parkes has successfully executed over $800 million dollars of luxury
multifamily residential projects throughout Boston and Brookline.
Prior to joining AURA Properties, Mr. Parkes was a Construction Manager with New Boston Ventures. His
responsibilities included all aspects of development including permitting, design coordination, construction administration
and sales coordination of luxury brownstone projects in the South End and Back Bay neighborhood of Boston.

287 Marlborough – Back Bay

Developer Resume
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TANI HALPERIN
Managing Director
AURA PROPERTIES
Mr. Halperin has 30 years of investment, development and construction experience in residential, commercial and mixeduse projects, and directly responsible for over $450 million dollars of development in Israel and the United States. Mr.
Halperin is engaged in all aspects of real estate development including acquisition, planning, project management,
construction and marketing of projects for private real estate investors.
Prior to founding AURA Properties, Mr. Halperin has been the owner and CEO of Mercer Properties, responsible for the
development of Biscuit Lofts Condominiums, a comprehensive rehabilitation of 56,000 square feet of mill building into 43
residential units in Worcester, Massachusetts; Shawsheen River Office Condominium, acquisition of a 35,000 square feet
historic mill office building in Andover, Massachusetts; Stone Place Mill, a historic mill renovation and new construction
of a 300-unit transit oriented apartment community in Melrose, Massachusetts.
Prior to Mercer Properties, Mr. Halperin was owner and CEO of Scicon Industrial Parks Ltd., engaged in large scale
developments for the private sector in Israel, including land procurement, project development and construction of
residential, industrial and commercial projects.
Prior to Scicon, Mr. Halperin was owner and CEO of Denisra International Group Ltd. from 1992 to 1999, responsible for
development, construction and marketing of residential and commercial projects in Israel including Park Daniv,
development and construction of 430,000 square feet office project; Bet Amot PT, development of a 165,000 square feet
office project; Givat Denia, development and construction of a 96-unit apartment building and 122 single family units;
Matan Hayeruka, a 58-unit single family community; Schkhunat Alon, a 104-unit single family community; and numerous
other smaller scale residential, industrial and office projects.
Mr. Halperin is a graduate of Tel Aviv University in Political Science, a graduate of Management College of Tel Aviv in
Business Administration, and a graduate of Harvard Business School in the Executive Management Program.

158 Winthrop Road – Brookline

Developer Resume
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PETER HOLLAND
Principal & Manager
GARDEN ART, LLC
Mr. Holand has over 20 years of investment, development and construction experience in residential and commercial
projects and has been responsible for over $100 million of development in Massachusetts. Mr. Holland is involved in all
aspects of real estate development including acquisition, planning, construction, and marketing of these real estate projects.
Garden Art, LLC was formed to be a developer and investor of multi-family and mixed-use projects including Wellesley
Park located at 148 Weston Road. Mr. Holland is a 30-year resident of Wellesley and since 2004, he has been building
custom homes in Wellesley. As the founder, owner and manager of Riverstone Custom Builders, LLC, Mr. Holland
oversees all aspects of building custom homes with his team for clients and spec homes for its affiliated Art You Can Live
In, LLC development company.
Prior to founding Riverstone, Mr. Holland worked for a real estate company in asset management and development, where
his primary role was to manage and sell $35 million of Massachusetts Commercial properties. Management of the
properties included oversight of all aspects of design, permitting, leasing, build-outs, and marketing the projects.
Mr. Holland’s prior work history included a Commercial Loan Officer for Cambridge Savings Bank, underwriting multifamily, office, and mixed-use properties. His primary role was to manage part of the existing commercial loan portfolio
and acquiring new business.
Prior to the above commercial and residential real estate and banking work experience, Mr. Holland co-founded a multistore restaurant company in Boston – overseeing all aspects of lease negotiation, design, permitting, and construction of the
restaurants.
Mr. Holland has a B.A. in Business Administration with a major in Finance from the University of Arizona. Mr. Holland
has also attended real estate finance and construction management programs at Boston University and Wentworth Institute
of Technology. Mr. Holland is a certified LEED AP with the United States Green Building Council and has built several
LEED certified homes and installed green building technologies in many of his projects. He holds a Massachusetts
Construction Supervisor License and is a licensed Real Estate Broker. Mr. Holland currently resides in Wellesley with his
wife and 2 children.

Single Family – Wellesley
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PRG Recent Housing Experience
PRG has developed or acquired over 17,260 apartment units since 1994 and has a deep understanding of today’s rental
market. The organization has a strong experience-based appreciation for the complexities of integrating various
components of mixed-use development projects in a complementary and efficient manner. Recent relevant experience
include the following projects.
30 Dalton – Boston, MA
PRG development of a 28-story apartment tower containing 218 units in the heart of the Back Bay neighborhood of
Boston.
 $151 million project with a $95 million construction loan from Wells Fargo/JP Morgan sourced by PRG
 $56 million equity requirement funded via PRG’s first $300 million joint venture partnership with the
Virginia Retirement System (“VRS”)
 Suffolk Construction broke ground in October 2014 with first units delivered in August 2016, nearly four
months ahead of schedule
 Design and architectural services for 30 Dalton and neighboring One Dalton provided by Pei Cobb Freed
& Partners and Cambridge Seven Associates
 Landscape designed by Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates; Interior design by L design, a womanowned business
 Setting the standard for luxury apartments in Boston
 Seth Martin and Kevin Poorman led the acquisition, permitting, financing and predevelopment process;
Corbin Johnson led construction management oversight and Adelaide Grady oversees development and
property management.
The Andi South Bay – Boston, MA
PRG development of a 475-unit wood-frame midrise property with podium and garage structured parking on a 99-year subground lease with a private entity.
 Project entitled by retail partner, Edens, who is simultaneously developing 160,000 square feet of retail in
the project and adjacent buildings
 PRG stepped in after two other multifamily developers failed to secure financing due to complexity,
securing a guaranteed maximum price contract, a 55% loan-to-cost construction loan, and closing on the
$30 million land acquisition in just four months from initial offer
 $220 million project with a $123 million construction loan from Wells Fargo
 $97 million equity funded via PRG’s second, $260 million joint venture partnership with VRS
 Lee Kennedy Company broke ground in April, 2017 with first units expected in October, 2018
 Design and architectural services for The Andi provided by Stantec; landscape design by Stantec; interior
design by Planeta Design Group
 Adelaide Grady and Lissa Lunt led the acquisition, financing and predevelopment process; Corbin Johnson
leads the construction management oversight, Zack Skarzynski serves as construction project manager and
clerk-of-the-works and Adelaide Grady oversees development, marketing and property management.

30 Dalton – Boston, MA

Developer Experience
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Other Recent Experience of PRG’s Local Team Members
ADELAIDE GRADY
Ms. Grady was previously a director of development for Wood Partners’ northeast operation and in that capacity was
responsible for the development of approximately 1,700 apartment units in 10 projects worth approximately $500 million
in the greater Boston area. The following sampling of projects led by Ms. Grady illustrate her experience negotiating with
the MBTA, implementing the affordable housing regulatory requirements and managing financing relationships.
Zinc Apartments – Cambridge, MA
15-story building comprising 392 apartments, approximately 1,200 square feet of retail and 351 parking spaces in an
above-grade parking garage adjacent to the MBTA green line extension right-of-way.
 Project subject to Cambridge Inclusionary Housing Bylaw
 Adjacent to the Northpoint project and future Lechmere Green Line T Station in East Cambridge
 Approximately $180 million project broke ground in fall, 2013 and delivered first units for September
move-ins in 2015
 Adelaide Grady led the acquisition, negotiations with MBTA for easement and license agreements,
financing and predevelopment process
Alta Stone Place (formerly Stone Place Mill, now known as Jack Flats) – Melrose, MA
212-unit apartment project comprised of two newly constructed buildings and the renovation of an historic mill building
with surface and podium parking adjacent to the MBTA commuter rail and a short walk to the Oak Grove Station of the
MBTA Orange Line.

Zinc Apartments – Cambridge, MA

 Project subject to Melrose Inclusionary Housing Bylaw and included 18% of units reserved for residents
earning 80% or less of area median income; affordable units are governed by a Regulatory Agreement with
DHCD
 Approximately $60 million project broke ground in August, 2011 with construction financing from
Santander Bank (Sovereign Bank, at that time) and delivered first units in December, 2012
 Design and architectural services for Alta Stone Place was provided by BH+A, for whom Robert Del
Savio, now of Embarc, was the project architect
 Adelaide Grady took over the project execution after acquisition from Tani Halperin, who had secured
entitlements and completed full architectural and engineering documents. Ms. Grady oversaw easement
and license agreement negotiations with MBTA, financing, including several loan modifications with
Santander Bank due to cost and delay impacts associated with the discovery of unforeseen environmental
conditions, as well as marketing and property management.

Alta Stone Place – Melrose, MA

Developer Experience
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Alta Brigham Square (now known as Brigham Square) – Arlington, MA
116-unit apartment project adjacent to the Minuteman Commuter Bikeway in Arlington Center with surface and podium
parking.
 Project subject to Arlington Inclusionary Housing Bylaw and included 15% of units reserved for residents
earning 60% or less of area median income; affordable units are governed by a Regulatory Agreement with
DHCD
 Approximately $30 million project broke ground in June, 2011 with construction financing from
Cambridge Savings Bank and delivered first units in November, 2012
 Project delivered on time and on budget
 Adelaide Grady led the acquisition, permitting and predevelopment process and oversaw the construction,
marketing, property management and ultimately the sale of the project. Additionally, Ms. Grady led
negotiations with the MBTA for easements and license agreements due to the adjacency of the Minuteman
Commuter Bikeway, which is owned by the MBTA.
ZACHARY SKARZYNSKI
Mr. Skarzynski was previously a project manager for Suffolk Construction Company, where he was a key member of the
project management teams overseeing construction of residential towers primarily in Boston, including PRG’s 30 Dalton,
and the team providing preconstruction services for the South Station tower development.

Alta Brigham Square – Arlington, MA
South Station Expansion – Boston, MA
The project consists of 51-story, mixed use office-residential tower with an attached 6 story bus terminal/parking garage
built over 13 active train tracks. This overbuild element connects to an existing bus terminal/parking garage constructed in
the 1980s to an existing train station constructed in 1900.
 Roughly $750 MM and still in planning,
 Zack assisted with owner contract negotiations, design build efforts and extensive value engineering
process to achieve owner budget, scope and subcontract authoring, coordination between all responsible
transit, state and city entities with the Suffolk/Owner/Design construction team to develop agreeable
logistics and construction plans, managing the BIM team developing logistical plans with particular
emphasis on the overbuild and interfacing/interacting with the MBTA, Amtrak and Keolis and developing
multiple animations to accurately detail our various proposed sequences to determine feasibility from each
entity and detailing scope and drafting a contract with an international consulting firm to develop level 400
BIM/VDC models for each design element for trade coordination, planning, detailing and eventual
turnover to the owner.
“VYV” 474 Warren Street – Jersey City, NJ
37-story and 421-unit apartment project with an attached 8 story precast parking garage and rooftop pool.

South Station Expansion – Boston, MA

 $150 MM project that broke ground in January of 2016 and delivered first units in the summer of 2017.
 Zack Managed the BIM/VDC for the project (MEP Coordination, site logistics, structural detailing) and
helped develop relationships in a brand-new market for Suffolk.

Developer Experience
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30 Dalton Street – Boston, MA
28-story 218-unit apartment building with 1 level of below ground parking.
 $100 MM project that broke ground in October of 2014 and delivered first units ahead of schedule and on
budget in August 2016.
 Zack assisted with owner contract negotiations, extensive value engineering process to achieve owner
budget, managing project finances, and managing BIM/VDC for the project
The Radian 120 Kingston Street – Boston, MA
26-story 240-unit apartment building with 3 levels of above ground parking constrained by Kingston Street, the Rose
Kennedy Greenway and Essex Street, a strictly enforced City of Boston limited work hours road.
 $100 MM project that broke ground in August of 2012 and delivered first units on time and on budget in
April 2014.
 Zack supervised finishes/all area turnover from the removal of the exterior hoist through complete building
turnover, oversaw the turnover of all 240 units and all public/BOH spaces to the ownership and
management groups, and lead efforts to ensure the project maintained quality relations with the
neighboring residents and businesses.

Radian – Boston, MA

Developer Experience
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Budget & Cost Control Procedures
Pritzker Realty Group (“PRG”) is an experienced operator with a proven track record managing the construction process
and general contractor in all commercial real estate asset classes across the country. Specifically, in Boston, PRG recently
oversaw the construction of 30 Dalton Street, a $100 MM residential tower and are currently overseeing the South Bay
Expansion, a $150 MM residential project.
30 Dalton Street was delivered four months ahead of the schedule and on budget. This was achieved through day-to-day
collaboration with the general contractor Suffolk Construction Company. PRG worked with the contractor to aggressively
expedite schedule in the summer and fall. This approach ultimately saved a tremendous amount of direct and indirect costs.
The direct costs for winter weather conditions, which were an owner exposure, were nearly completely mitigated with this
approach. The winter weather experienced in the following months had little to no impact on cost or schedule as the
building was topped out and enclosed. There was also an unquantifiable indirect savings from these weather conditions.
Costs would have been incurred for potential delays from this weather that were never realized. Proactive and forward
thinking is a critical part of the PRG approach to cost management. In achieving the time saved on the schedule, PRG was
able to open the building in early August in the heart of the leasing season.
While the South Bay Expansion is still under construction, the project is anticipated to finish on budget. This is despite a
very complicated buyout process. Due to a critical timeline for project start, the Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP)
contract was established from the Permit Set of drawings. The major subcontractors were awarded the job from this set
knowing they would be given a change order for the 100% Contract Documents. Given the status of the Permit Plans at
GMP, PRG worked on an internal estimate of what would be needed for the 100% CD plans and established a project
contingency. PRG worked aggressively with the contractor and subcontractors on vetting these change orders for over six
months. The final change order for the 100% Construction Documents was executed at nearly the exact budget PRG
estimated ten months prior.

30 Dalton Flour Bakery and Café – Boston, MA

Developer Cost Control
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ADELAIDE GRADY
Senior Vice President
PRITZKER REALTY GROUP
Adelaide Grady is responsible for Pritzker Realty Group's investment activity in the greater Boston market where she has
been responsible for the nearly $400 million in development activity, including the delivery of 30 Dalton and the
acquisition and development of The Andi South Bay. She came to PRG from the Boston office of Wood Partners, a
merchant multifamily developer. There she was a director of development for eight years and responsible for over $500
million of new development activity. From 2004 to 2006 she was a development manager with Leggat McCall Properties,
responsible for the repositioning and redevelopment of an industrial portfolio. Prior to transitioning to development, she
was a multifamily green building consultant and earned the LEED Accredited Professional designation in 2003.
Ms. Grady graduated with Honors from Brown University and earned her Master of Business Administration degree with
High Distinction from the Stephen M. Ross School of Business at the University of Michigan.

ZACHARY SHARZYNSKI
Development Associate
PRITZKER REALTY GROUP

30 Dalton Skyline Suite – Boston, MA

Zack Skarzynski is a Development Associate with Pritzker Realty Group assisting with investment underwriting and
construction oversight in the Boston market. He was project manager at Suffolk Construction as project manager prior to
joining PRG, where he was focused on preconstruction efforts of the new $750 million 51-story expansion to South Station
in Boston. Also, while at Suffolk, Skarzynski worked on the following construction efforts: $100 million 28-story 30
Dalton project, $100 million 26-story Radian building and $150 million 37-story Hudson Exchange Phase 1A project in
Jersey City, NJ. He holds a Bachelor of Arts in Economics from Tufts University.

The Andi South Bay Amenity – Boston, MA

Developer Resume
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DEVELOPER FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS
Pritzker Realty Group
PRG is a private real estate investment firm founded in 1991 by Penny Pritzker. PRG takes a long-term, fundamental
approach to investing in real estate with partners who share our core values of integrity, discretion and candor.
PRG is a sophisticated, strategic investor, owner and operator with a proven track record investing in assets, ventures and
operating companies in all commercial real estate asset classes. PRG’s entrepreneurial approach, significant capital base,
and active management allow the firm to employ innovative strategies to maximize value for our clients and partners. With
a prudent and patient approach, PRG evaluates every investment focusing on downside protection, long-term value
creation, and building sustainable platforms.
PRG’s track record includes apartments, office, retail and industrial developments, large land developments for vertical
mixed uses, parking facilities and off-airport parking operations, and senior living facilities across the U.S. with a
combined value in excess of $6 billion. In 2012, PRG closed on a $300 million joint venture with Virginia Retirement
System (“VRS”) focusing on multifamily development in coastal U.S. markets. The venture is fully committed and is
currently in various stages of development on over 3,000 Class A units in the Washington, D.C., Boston, Seattle, San
Francisco and Los Angeles MSAs with a combined value of over $1 billion. The current multifamily portfolio totals
almost 3,000 units with 120,000 square feet of retail. In October, 2015, PRG closed on a new, $260 million joint venture
with VRS targeting urban mixed-use developments. This fund has invested nearly $100 million in The Andi South Bay, a
475-unit project in Boston currently under construction.
The map at left depicts PRG’s development history, with the current multifamily portfolio shown in green.
AURA Wellesley
AURA Wellesley is a real estate investment entity headed by key principals of Delanson Realty Partners LLC and
Wellesley Park LLC, with Victor Sheen, Yonathan Halperin, Jonathan Parkes and Peter Holland as managing members. Its
principals have over 80 years of combined investment, development and construction experience of luxury and mixedincome housing in the Boston area.
AURA principals partner with private investors and execute luxury residential and multifamily projects in Brookline,
Wellesley, South End and Back Bay neighborhoods in Boston. Its investors range from high net worth individuals local to
Wellesley to families internationally.
AURA principals have strong local and regional banking relationships for all type of development projects.
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REFERENCES

FINANCIAL CONTACTS

Todd Whilton
Attorney – Real Estate & Land Use
Eckert Seamans
Two International Place, 16th Floor
Boston, MA 02110
Tel: (617) 342-6816
Fax: (617) 342-6899
thw@escm.com

Brett Hill
Senior Vice President
Wells Fargo – Commercial Real Estate
10 South Wacker Drive, Suite 3200
Chicago, IL 60606
Tel: (312) 269-4812
Email: brett.a.hill@wellsfargo.com

 10 Fuller Street, Brookline (AURA)
 158 Winthrop Road, Brookline (AURA)
Maria Morelli
Senior Planner – Climate Action / Land Use
Town of Brookline
333 Washington Street
Brookline, MA 02445-6853
Tel: (617) 730-2670
Fax: (617) 730-2442
mmorelli@brooklinema.gov
 420 Harvard Street, Brookline (AURA)
 49 Coolidge Street, Brookline (AURA)
Denise Gaffey
Director of City Planning
City of Melrose
562 Main Street, Second Floor
Melrose, MA 02176
Tel: (781) 979-4190
Fax: (781) 979-4290
dgaffey@cityofmelrose.org

 South Bay, Boston (Pritzker)
 30 Dalton, Boston (Pritzker)
Tom Coleman
Virginia Retirement System – Real Assets
1111 East Main Street (2nd flr main tower)
Richmond, VA 23219
Tel: (804) 771-7703
Email: tcoleman@varetire.com
 South Bay, Boston (Pritzker)
 30 Dalton, Boston (Pritzker)
Paul Vallace
Vice President
Walpole Cooperative Bank
982 Main Street
Walpole, MA 02081
Tel: (508) 660-6547
 420 Harvard Street, Brookline (AURA)
 20-30 Lyon Road, Brookline (AURA)

 Stone Place Mill, Melrose (AURA/Grady)
 37 Washington Street, Melrose (AURA/Grady)
Brad Dumont
Managing Director
Edens
21 Custom House Street, Suite 450
Boston, MA 02110
Tel: (617-369-6631
Email: bdumont@edens.com
 South Bay, Boston (Pritzker)
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DEVELOPMENT TEAM SKILLS

Victor Sheen
AURA Wellesley
49 Coolidge Street, Brookline, MA 02446
617-721-3342
vsheen@outlook.com
Adelaide Grady, SVP
Pritzker Realty Group
30 Dalton Street, Boston, MA 02115
617-806-6119
agrady@pritzkerrealty.com

Dartagnan Brown
60 K Street, 3rd Floor, Boston, MA 02127
617-766-8330
dbrown@embarcstudio.com
Brad McKenzie
150 Long Water Drive, Suite 101, Norwell, MA 02061
781-792-3900
BMckenzie@mckeng.com
Jeffrey Dirk
35 New England Business Center Drive, Suite 140, Andover, MA 01810
978-474-1066
jdirk@rdva.com

David Himmelberger
One Hollis Street, Suite 400
Wellesley, MA 02482
781-237-8180
david@wshlawoffice.com
James Ward
155 Seaport Boulevard
Boston, MA 02210
617-439-2000
jward@nutter.com

Developer
AURA Wellesley (t/b/f) is an integrated real estate investment, development and management company. AURA principals
have over 80 years of combined experience in land development, permitting, design and construction of both luxury
residential and mixed-income multi-family projects in Wellesley, Brookline, Back Bay/South End and other Greater
Boston neighborhoods.

Pritzker Realty Group (PRG) is an experienced, strategic investor and operator with a proven track record developing
assets, creating ventures, and operating companies in all commercial real estate asset classes. PRG has invested over $6
billion since 1991.
PRG’s core mission is to “House the Economy” through its own best-in-class direct operating platforms in three strategic
sectors in the United States and Mexico: multifamily housing, industrial and infrastructure.
Architect
Embarc Studio has significant residential design experience ranging from loft conversions to new construction apartment
and condominium developments, along with high-end private residences, retail and restaurant design.

Civil
McKenzie Engineering Group provides land planning, design, surveying, and construction administration services for a
broad spectrum of civil engineering projects for public and private clients. The professionals at MEG bring the benefit of
over one hundred (100) years of experienced and stable management to all of our engineering and surveying projects.
Traffic
Vanasse & Associates provides a full complement of Transportation Planning services for public and private sector clients.
These include: traffic studies; feasibility studies; environmental impact reports; peer review services; parking supply and
demand studies; roadway, intersection and pedestrian safety studies; access planning studies; and transportation master
plans. Our clients include state and municipal agencies and private developers.
Zoning & Permitting
Wilder, Shea & Himmelberger is a local Wellesley law firm with an emphasis on providing legal services relating to land
use, zoning, and other permitting activities. We serve both commercial and individual homeowner clients in seeking
creative and efficient solutions to land use issues.

Zoning & Permitting
Nutter McClennen & Fish’s Development, Land Use and Permitting team has the experience to anticipate and to identify
the problems that often occur in real estate development projects and the creative ability to develop practical solutions. We
understand the thinking of state and local officials, lenders, and other key players in the development process because we
have represented each of these parties in different transactions.

Development Team
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Bob Engler
257 Hillside Avenue, Needham, MA 02494
617-782-2300
bob@s-e-b.com

Blair Hines
318 Harvard Street, Suite 25, Brookline, MA 02446
617-735-1180
bh@verdantla.com
Josh Levine
7 Tide Street, Boston, MA 02210
781-258-5488
jlevin@reflexlighting.com

Jeff Fullerton
230 Crescent Avenue, Chelsea, MA 02150
857-523-6576
Jeffrey.fullerton@intertek.com

Colleen Soden
19 Richardson Street, Winchester, MA 01890
617-372-7857
colleen@sodensustainability.com

Affordable Housing
For over 40+ years, SEB and its principals have been leaders in the planning and development community, specializing in
mixed-income multi-family residential housing. SEB has provided housing development consulting services that have
resulted in the approval and development of more than 13,000 units of affordable housing. Our work has involved a broad
range of housing types in a variety of different communities, from detached single family home ownership communities to
large multifamily rental developments.
Landscape
Verdant Landscape Architecture is a full service, WBE/DBE certified landscape architecture firm founded on a
commitment to provide our clients with outstanding design services. We serve public and private clients, with the majority
of our projects distributed throughout New England and New York.
Lighting
Reflex Lighting is one of the largest lighting agencies in New England. Reflex works with over 90 leading manufacturers
to bring to market the most advanced lighting technology. Reflex has invested deeply in making ourselves a go-to resource
for “green” lighting solutions. That includes building a best in class infrastructure, with a state of the art Boston facility
and sophisticated modeling, rendering, and auto-cad technology.
Acoustical
Jeff Fullerton of Intertek has 20 years of experience providing acoustical consulting guidance to clients on local, regional,
national and global projects. His past projects include mixed use facilities, entertainment venues, corporate and
commercial buildings, single and multi-family residences, higher education buildings, government buildings, healthcare
facilities, transportation terminals, and industrial plants. Jeff’s passion for his work derives from a blend of his mechanical
engineering education and many years of technical production experience back stage within performing arts centers. His
consulting provides timely and high quality recommendations that his client value for the success of their projects. His
involvement is frequently sought, contributing as a team player and collaborating with others to accomplish the common
goals of the project.
LEED
Soden Sustainability Consulting works with a wide variety of stakeholders, from public to private, academic to cultural
institutions. Our experience with green building is extensive and spans all building types and aspects of the design and
construction process. The following section describes our qualifications and gives examples of our capacity in the
following areas:








LEED Services
Living Building Challenge Services
Green Guidelines and Standards
Implementation Strategies - Achieving High-Performance Buildings
Metrics, Tools and Rating Systems
Green House Gas/Carbon Assessments
Education and Outreach
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Alan Simon
42 Washington Street, Suite 300, Wellesley, MA 02481
781-237-2226
asimon@sde-us.com

Anthony Papantonis
10 Kearney Road, Suite 307, Needham, MA 02494
781-453-2220
apapantonis@nauset.com

Kathleen Leito
374 Congress Street, Suite 202, Boston, MA 02210
978-210-9181
kleito@greystar.com

Parking Garage
Simon Design Engineering is a professional engineering services company focused on providing the latest in client focused
concepts and solutions to Owners, Developers, Public Agencies, Architects and Builders throughout the United States. Our
services encompass complete Professional Engineering Design Services. In addition to our traditional Design Services, we
also specialize in the planning and design for all types of parking concepts including automated parking facilities, freestanding parking facilities, integral mixed use parking facilities, and underground parking facilities.
Construction Management
Nauset Construction’s role as the construction manager (CM) is an advisor to the Owner acting in his or her best interest
throughout the project. During the development and design phases, Nauset’s early involvement ensures that the project
begins on track, successfully mitigating potentially costly issues that may arise during construction. We work directly with
the owner, design team and major subcontractors and suppliers often engaging them early in preconstruction to yield
greater benefits throughout the construction phase. From concept to completion, Nauset manages the pre-planning, design,
construction, engineering and management of a project monitoring schedule, budget and workmanship.
Property Management
Fortified with a smart business plan and the intent to bring world-class service to the multifamily real estate industry,
Greystar has grown from its start in Houston, Texas - with 9,000 managed residences - to become a global leader with over
400,000 units under management.
Founded in 1993, Greystar had a clear idea of where the company would be in 5, 10, and even 20 years. Establishing a
presence in desirable real estate markets and then staying in those markets with property management experts is one part of
the strategy that positioned Greystar for growth. Developing strong investment and development divisions of the company
was another part that has allowed Greystar to choose timely real estate projects while riding out the ups and downs of the
market. Greystar also realized the importance of spotting trends on an international level, but implementing them at the
local level. Finally, Greystar believed partners who have ownership in the business are the best people to oversee each
local and regional market. It’s an approach that has allowed Greystar to establish and maintain an entrepreneurial spirit that
continues to attract high-quality clients, investors and team members to the company.
Greystar will continue to redefine excellence in multifamily real estate through its unwavering commitment to operational
excellence and by investing in the most talented people in the industry. These tenets have allowed Greystar to become one
of the largest and most respected companies.
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PROPOSED LEASES
As described in detail in the Project Summary, the proposed Project includes both the Tailby and Railroad parcels to be
redeveloped with a mix of uses including rental and for-sale multifamily housing, public structured parking, street retail and
community space. APW’s intent is to enter into two ground leases with the Town of Wellesley: (i) the area of the Tailby
lot under the residential building and (ii) the entirety of the Railroad lot.
Initial Compensation
 Withdrawal of a 90-unit 40B project at Delanson Circle;
 Reduction of a 55-unit 40B project at Weston Road to a 30-unit condominium project;
 Construction of town-owned, 370-space parking garage of which 300 spaces will be available for public use;
 Improved accessibility for the MBTA station and pedestrian connectivity between the centralized public parking and
the Wellesley Square shops through options such as a pedestrian bridge across the MBTA right-of-way, utilizing the
buildings’ elevators and pedestrian connections or installing elevators at either side of the Crest Road bridge;
 Connection of elevators and stairs from the centralized public parking to the MBTA station platforms to address existing
station accessibility issues;
 Improved traffic control and pedestrian/bicycle accommodations at Linden Street/Crest Road signalized intersection;
 New traffic signal with pedestrian and bicycle accommodations at Central Street/Crest Road/Railroad Avenue
intersection;
 Improved pedestrian access along Linden Street to MBTA station and Wellesley Square
 Construction of a publicly accessible park off Linden Street;
 Construction of new bicycle storage areas off Linden Street and Railroad Avenue;
 The total initial compensation package to Town is $14,850,000, which includes $11,850,000 in infrastructure costs and
$3,000,000 in lost development value arising from the reduction of a 90-unit rental project at Delanson Circle.
Annual Rent
 The initial infrastructure capital funding of $11,850,000 is equivalent to approximately $600,000 in annual rent
payments at an assumed capitalization rate of 5.0%;
 Nominal rent payments for the ground leases shall be $1 per year.
Annual Revenue
 New property tax revenue from 120-unit Tailby rental project as outlined on Page 32 of this response;
 New property tax revenue from 30-unit Railroad condo project as outlined on Page 32 of this response;
 Increased property tax revenue from 30-unit Weston condo project as outlined on Page 32 of this response.

Development Concept
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TAILBY PARCEL
Architectural Narrative
The proposed use for this lot is to provide 300 parking spaces for commuter and retail use housed in a 5-story parking
structure nestled into the Southwest corner of the site, along with a four and five story residential building housing 120
rental units and associated amenities above a parking podium.

Residential Structure
Number of Units:

Our main objective is to keep the massing and density away from the pedestrian edge along Linden Street. We went
through several iterations before arriving at our “3-winged,” or “splayed-E” approach. The intent of this design is to have
the ends of each wing be the face along Linden Street, rather than one single continuous façade that follows Linden Street
from Crest Road to the existing driveway. This allows us to create landscaped areas between each wing that serve multiple
purposes: provides physical relief along the pedestrian experience on Linden Street, visitor access to the property’s
management office, driveway access to commuter parking from the Linden Street/Crest Road intersection and outdoor
community space for townspeople to enjoy. Additionally, this has allowed us to mass the parking structure both
horizontally and vertically away from homes along Linden Street, Crest Road and Oakencroft Road.
120 rental units

As depicted in the enclosed renderings, we are proposing a mix of materials that harmonize with the existing vernacular
present throughout the town. Both buildings will have large portions of the façades clad in brick, with cast-stone bases and
detailed cornice lines delineating a change in material to upper floor(s) which would be clad in clapboard siding in an earthtoned palette. Changes in material in upper floors will serve to break up the perceived height and enable a human scale at
the streetscape.

(10) Studio units at 760 SF average
(66) 1-bedroom units at 815 SF average
(33) 2-bedroom units at 1,095 SF average
(12) 3-bedroom units at 1,205 SF average
Parking Spaces:

5 visitor spaces on podium
105 spaces under podium

Building Area:

173,000 SF total

For the Tailby parcel, we are suggesting shifts in the brick tone at each wing, along with varying exposures of clapboard
siding above. Window fenestrations are to be designed with appropriate header and lintel details, and inset to provide
dimensional characteristics along each façade.

135,000 SF for residential
38,000 SF for podium garage
Building Stories:
Garage Structure
Parking Spaces:

4 stories (45’) to 5 stories (57’)

370 total spaces
300 public parking spaces
70 residential parking spaces (combined with 110 spaces in residential structure, 1.5 ratio)

Building Area:

92,000 SF

Building Height:

5 stories (45’ to 57’ above Linden Street grade)

Public Amenities
Landscaped Area:
Bike Storage:

Public landscaped park with play structure off Linden Street, approximately 4,000 SF
Public bike racks throughout perimeter of development
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RAILROAD PARCEL
Architectural Narrative
The proposed use for this lot is to provide 60 parking spaces for 30 for-sale residential units in a 3-story residential
building, with ground floor retail along Railroad Avenue and a Community Space for available use by local organizations
and neighborhood residents.

Residential Structure
Number of Units:

When studying this site, we saw a great opportunity to continue the retail experience that exists along Central Street but is
currently missing at this section of town. Using this as a starting point, we have lined the edge of Railroad Avenue with
both retail and community spaces that have outdoor patios to enhance the public realm at the base of this residential
building. Parking is entered via driveway access at the northeast corner of the site, to a fully enclosed garage. Outlined
above is an “H” shaped building that provides dual courtyards facing both Crest Road and Post Office Park. From Crest
Road, the building will be perceived as two to three stories and from Post Office Park and Central Street it will present its
full four stories. The building itself will serve to buffer the parking garage on the Tailby site from view in the Upper
Wellesley Square area and will provide a sophisticated backdrop to the view of Post Office Park from Lower Wellesley
Square.

30 rental units

As depicted in the enclosed renderings, we are proposing a mix of materials that harmonize with the existing vernacular
present throughout the town. Both buildings will have large portions of the façades clad in brick, with cast-stone bases and
detailed cornice lines delineating a change in material to upper floor(s) which would be clad in clapboard siding in an earthtoned palette. Changes in material in upper floors will serve to break up the perceived height and enable a human scale at
the streetscape.

(12) 2-bedroom units at 1,095 SF average
(18) 3-bedroom units at 1,950 SF average
Parking Spaces:

60 residential spaces (2.0 ratio)

Building Area:

87,500 SF total

At the Railroad parcel, we have designed the first floor retail/enclosed parking to be clad in stone veneer, with two levels of
brick above, topped off by the fourth floor clad in metal panels.

63,000 SF for residential
4,500 SF for retail and community spaces
20,000 SF for podium parking
Building Stories:

4 stories (45’ from site grade, average approximately 33’ from Crest Road grade)

Public Amenities
Community Space:
Landscaped Area:
Bike Storage:

1,000 SF community space along Railroad Avenue
Landscaped area long Crest Road
Public bike racks at MBTA stair off Crest Road
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WESTON PARCEL
Architectural Narrative
The proposed use for this lot is to provide 60 parking spaces underground for 30 residential condominium units in a 4 story
residential structure above Weston Road grade with 23 additional visitor/drop-off parking spaces flanking driveway access
to garage.
The exterior of the building has been designed in a way to break down its scale, emphasizing a more horizontal nature
through a series of horizontal datums, bays, setbacks and material changes. The ground floor will be light-toned masonry,
while the upper floors will contain materials more native to the surrounding neighborhood, using varying cladding textures
but maintaining a complimentary color palette. Large windows on the upper floors will be broken down with muntins to
give a more traditional feel while also providing plentiful natural light for the residents.

Residential Structure
Number of Units:

30 rental units
(6) 1-bedroom units at 850 SF average
(10) 2-bedroom units at 1,350 SF average
(14) 3-bedroom units at 1,660 SF average

Parking Spaces:

60 residential spaces under podium (2.0 ratio)
23 visitor spaces

Building Area:

66,000 SF total
53,000 SF for residential
13,000 SF for underground garage

Building Stories:

4 stories (57’ from site grade, average approximately, 45’ from Weston Road)

Public Amenities
Pedestrian:
Landscaped Area:

Connection to Crosstown Trail
Community playground structure for children and outdoor landscaped courtyards
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Potential Pedestrian Bridge
A potential pedestrian bridge that connects the garage structure on the Tailby Parcel to the building on the Railroad parcel
will be studied with the MBTA. This has been conceptually designed to allow any individual full ADA access to and from
each side of the MBTA platform utilizing an elevator in the garage on the westbound side and an elevator in the
condomium building on the eastbound side.
While a bridge would provide the most direct access, the team has also studied options for utilizing the above-referenced
elevators as vertical transportation but connecting them via the sites’ pathways and the sidewalk along the Crest Road
bridge. Minor streetscape improvements on the bridge would enhance the pedestrian experience. This strategy would
reduce the accessible path of travel from approximately 1,300 feet currently to approximately 475 feet by providing more
direct connections from the platforms to Crest Road.
Stormwater Drainage
A preliminary analysis of the drainage patterns for the Tailby and Railroad parcels has been performed. It appears from the
MassDOT Lidar contour data that the Tailby parcel drains offsite toward the MBTA rail bed and the Railroad parcel drains
offsite toward Grove Street (see attached plan).
For pre-development conditions, the total area coverage was estimated using an ortho photo. For post-development
conditions, the total area coverage was estimated using the Ground Floor CAD file provided by Embarc assuming that the
area above the parking structures to be impervious as directed by the Town of Wellesley DPW for the Weston Road and
Delanson Circle Projects. Please see below:
Tailby Parcel
Pervious
Impervious

Pre-development
15,711 SF
67,014 SF

Post-development
10,681 SF
72,044 SF

Railroad Parcel
Pervious
Impervious

Pre-development
11,744 SF
27,084 SF

Post-development
6,711 SF
32,117 SF

For post-development conditions, subsurface infiltration chamber systems were assumed and modeled with an overflow
pipe that would tie into the Town’s drainage system which results in peak runoff rates less than pre-development conditions
for a 100-year storm. An infiltration rate of 1.02 in/hr. was assumed, same as for Delanson Circle. Please see below.
Tailby Parcel
100-yr storm

Pre-development
12.04 CFS

Post-development
11.22 SF

Railroad Parcel
100-yr storm

Pre-development
5.33 CFS

Post-development
3.88 CFS

Note, the above calculations are preliminary
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Traffic
The proposed project will leverage the opportunity to transfer development density and the associated traffic from the
Wellesley Crossing (Delanson) and Wellesley Park (Weston) 40 B projects to the Tailby and Railroad parcels. By
transferring density from the Wellesley Crossing and Wellesley Park projects, the proposed project represents an
improvement in traffic flow along Weston Road and Linden Street when compared to other proposals that would
necessarily add density to the existing Wellesley Crossing and Wellesley park projects. When compared to alternatives
proposals, the proposed project will improve the flow of traffic along Weston Road and the Linden Street by:
 Limiting the introduction of new traffic along Linden Street approaching Crest Road from the east, the
critical approach to the Linden Street/Crest Road intersection;
 Dispersing traffic at the Crest Road/Linden Street intersection by introducing a direct connection between
the Tailby Parking Lot and the Crest Road/Linden Street intersection.
In order to facilitate safe and efficient access to the redevelopment sites, the proposed project has conducted a thorough
assessment of traffic flows and operating conditions (motorist delays and vehicle queuing) along critical roadways and at
intersections that serve Wellesley Square, including Weston Road, Linden Street, Crest Road, Railroad Avenue, Central
Street, Washington Street and Grove Street. This assessment has provided a baseline from which to develop targeted
improvements to the transportation infrastructure that are designed to improve traffic flow through:
 Addressing existing capacity constraints;
 Improving access to both the Tailby Parking Lot and the Railroad Parking Lot;
 Implementing traffic management strategies.
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Parking Management and Parking Access and Revenue Control Plan
The proposed project will have a public parking operation to serve commuters and day parkers combined with parking
dedicated to the adjacent residential uses. The public spaces can be available on a limited basis for residential use, on
restricted hours, which will provide supplemental revenue.
The proposed parking structure will provide more parking than the existing supply being displaced. Currently, existing
operations function with minimal overhead except for enforcement. Signage will be key to identifying the garage entrances
and exits for traffic management.
In order to keep the operating costs low, a self-park operation with no permanent on-site attendants is the best solution. We
envision the parking to operate similar to the existing Tailby lot, with the addition of reserved spaces for residents. In the
interest of resident convenience, these spaces are designated at the ground and second levels of the parking structure, as
well as nested parking at the ground level of the proposed Building-A. The spaces within the stand-alone parking structure
can be reserved and managed through signage, residential parking permits (managed by tenant), and parking enforcement.
The parking nested beneath Building-A will have controlled access and assigned spaces to the tenants, eliminating the need
for enforcement and to protect public patrons from accidentally entering this zone. Access to these spaces can be secured
by gate-arms or high-speed rolling doors with proximity sensors to expedite access and keep the entry ramp clear of traffic.
Any additional parking demand caused by residential visitors can be accommodated effortlessly due to the commuter and
residential parking having different peak demand times. Some of the spaces in the garage reserved for commuters during
the day could be used for added residential parking during the evening and on weekends when not in use. This has the
potential to provide additional turn-over of commuter spaces resulting in increased parking revenue for the Town of
Wellesley.
The remaining spaces allocated for commuter and public parking would incorporate the existing parking management
strategy employed by the town at the existing Tailby lot and other daily parking lots in Wellesley. Specifically, open
entrances and exits without gate-arms, pay-and-display machines, pay-by-phone applications, (Passport Parking / Park
Boston) and annual parking permits. This will help provide a familiar user experience to allow a seamless transition for the
patrons, and a simple integration into the town’s existing methods of managing parking. In addition the use of open access
to the garage will help to preclude traffic backups onto the streets and intersections.
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PRESERVATION OF NEIGHBORHOOD
Withdrawal of Existing 40 B Proposals
AURA Wellesley has previously submitted two proposed 40 B projects that have received Site Approval (Project
Eligibility Letter from Mass Housing Partnership and Mass Housing) and are currently under review by the Zoning Board
of Appeals. These projects are summarized below.
Wellesley Park (Weston) is a proposed L-shaped building that is five stories above Weston Road grade and utilizes the
sloping site to provide 60 below grade parking spaces with access off Weston Road and 6 visitor and 1 delivery spaces off
the driveway access to the main building. There are 55 residential units spread over five floors above. At the center of the
project will be a publicly-accessible courtyard and amenity space on the ground floor that has a direct walkway to the
street. A fire lane has been provided to meet required maximum access lengths around the perimeter of the building.
Wellesley Crossing (Delanson) is a proposed U-shaped building that is five-stories, with ground floor parking providing
126 spaces accessed off of Linden Street and 90 residential units spread over four floors above. At the center of the project
will be a private courtyard and Community Room with access from Hollis Street residential lobby.
Upon receipt of building permits for the Project and proposed alternative to the Wellesley Park (Weston) project, described
previously, AURA Wellesley shall withdraw its 40 B applications for the above described 40 B Projects.
Minimized Project Neighborhood Impact
Tailby – The proposed Tailby rental project (Tailby) takes full advantage of the existing topography to buffer noise and
visual impacts from the train. The proposed building wings further break down the scale of the project on Linden Street
with pedestrian friendly landscaped gardens in between. The proposed covered parking facility is set back away from
Linden Street, and buffered from the existing single family neighborhood.
Railroad – The proposed Railroad condo project (Railroad) creates a continuous retail frontage with expanded sidewalk on
Railroad Avenue to promote pedestrian friendly connectivity between Upper Wellesley Square, Lower Wellesley Square
and adjoining parkland, and meets existing building heights of the underlying zoning district and neighboring retail
buildings at Washington Street/Grove Street.
Minimized Weston Neighborhood Impact
The Weston building will be four stories from Weston Road grade and utilizes the sloping site to provide 60 below-grade
parking spaces under the building with access off Weston Road. Visitor and delivery spaces will be located off the
driveway access to the main building and will be the only spaces visible from the street or surrounding town-owned land.

Benefits to Town
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PERMITTING STANDARDS
The proposed project seeks to create a Multifamily Transportation District to meet the unique topography of the
development parcels and to take advantage of transit access to reduce parking demand, while maintain Town’s permitting
requirements under existing Zoning Bylaws, which includes Project if Significant Impact (PSI) Permit and Major
Construction Project / Site Plan Review. The project seeks to promote sustainable design and construction materials that
will benefit the Town and future residents.
MIXED USE
The proposed project incorporates multifamily housing into the existing commercial corridor with additional foot traffic
that support local businesses.
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
To provide for more diverse housing options, especially for seniors and middle income households, the proposed 120-unit
Tailby rental project is a mixed-income community with twenty-five percent (25%) of the units available to households
earning at or below eighty percent (80%) of the Area Median Income (AMI) applicable to the Town of Wellesley, adjusted
for household size, as published by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. One hundred percent
(100%) of the 120 rental units shall be eligible to be included in the Town of Wellesley’s Subsidizing Housing Inventory.
The proposed 30-unit Railroad condo project and 30-unit Weston condo project would be mixed-income communities each
with five (5) units available to households earning at or below eighty percent (80%) of the Area Median Income (AMI)
applicable to the Town of Wellesley, adjusted for household size, as published by the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development, consistent to the Town of Wellesley Zoning Bylaws Section XVIB Inclusionary Zoning.
Our proposal allows the Town to increase its supply of affordable housing on DHCD’s Subsidized Housing Inventory to
7.7% and thereby reduces the Town’s exposure to new mixed-income developments which don’t conform to the Town’s
Master Plan. The proposed Project and Weston project would add 135 affordable units to the existing Subsidized Housing
Inventory of 573 affordable units out of a total existing hosuing stock of 9,090, according to DHCD.
The Project and Weston project are also consistent with affordable housing goals voiced by community stakeholders in
public meetings regarding the pending Housing Production Plan. These goals include providing options across a variety of
housing types as well as affordable rental and purchase options for middle-income residents.
ENHANCE AND INCREASE PARKING
The proposed project will replace the existing off-street 222 surface parking spaces at the Tailby Lot and 71 spaces at the
Railroad Lot with a centralized structured parking garage with 300 town owned spaces off Linden Street / Crest Road.
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IMPROVED ACCESS TO MBTA STATION
The proposed parking garage off Linden Street / Crest Road will have elevator providing ADA access to the MBTA
Commuter Rail Station westbound platform, in addition to the existing stairs accessed from the Crest Road bridge.
Additional improved accessibility for the MBTA station will be provided through options such as a pedestrian bridge
across the MBTA right-of-way, utilizing the buildings’ elevators and pedestrian connections or installing elevators at either
side of the Crest Road bridge.
As part of this proposal, the APW team has already met with the MBTA Project Manager responsible for the proposed
Natick Center Commuter Rail Station Accessibility Upgrade project, and a former Town of Natick Selectman who was
instrumental in driving the Natick Center Commuter Rail Station Accessibility Upgrade planning efforts by the MBTA.
APW team will work closely with the Town and MBTA to determine the most efficient and effective pedestrian
accessibility solution for the Wellesley Square Station.
RETAIL CONNECTIVITY
The proposed Railroad building creates a continuous retail frontage with expanded sidewalk on Railroad Avenue to
promote pedestrian friendly connectivity between Upper Wellesley Square, Lower Wellesley Square and adjoining
parkland. The pedestrian experience between Wellesley Square and the Linden Street Shops is enhanced by the streetscape
created by the condo and rental buildings, creating a sense of a continuous commercial district, softened by their
landscaped edges. The rental building’s landscaped courtyards provide points of interest along Crest Road, with
opportunities for respite and engagement along the way. Additionally, the Project will provide pedestrian connectivity
between the centralized public parking and Wellesley Square retail shops through options as described above.
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TRAFFIC FLOW
The proposed project will leverage the opportunity to transfer development density and the associated traffic from the
Wellesley Crossing (Delanson) and Wellesley Park (Weston) 40 B projects to the Tailby and Railroad parcels. By
transferring density from the Wellesley Crossing and Wellesley Park projects, the proposed project represents an
improvement in traffic flow along Weston Road and Linden Street when compared to other proposals that would
necessarily add density to the existing Wellesley Crossing and Wellesley park projects. When compared to alternatives
proposals, the proposed project will improve the flow of traffic along Weston Road and the Linden Street by:
 Limiting the introduction of new traffic along Linden Street approaching Crest Road from the east, the
critical approach to the Linden Street/Crest Road intersection;
 Dispersing traffic at the Crest Road/Linden Street intersection by introducing a direct connection between
the Tailby Parking Lot and the Crest Road/Linden Street intersection.
In order to facilitate safe and efficient access to the redevelopment sites, the proposed project has conducted a thorough
assessment of traffic flows and operating conditions (motorist delays and vehicle queuing) along critical roadways and at
intersections that serve Wellesley Square, including Weston Road, Linden Street, Crest Road, Railroad Avenue, Central
Street, Washington Street and Grove Street. This assessment has provided a baseline from which to develop targeted
improvements to the transportation infrastructure that are designed to improve traffic flow through:
 Addressing existing capacity constraints;
 Improving access to both the Tailby Parking Lot and the Railroad Parking Lot;
 Implementing traffic management strategies.
COMMUNITY SPACE
The proposed project provides a landscaped community playground off Linden Street and a community room off Railroad
Avenue as amenity to the neighborhood.
HISTORIC INTEGRITY
The proposed project seeks to use building materials consistent with surrounding buildings to enhance and maintain the
historic integrity of the adjoining transition neighborhoods.
COOPERATION WITH LOCAL BUSINESSES
The proposed project provides for more than 93% of the existing parking spaces to remain open for local businesses during
construction through phasing and alternative sites.
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NEW REVENUE
Based on the current FY2018 Wellesley tax rates, the proposed 120-unit rental project will have an estimated annual
revenue stream of $420,000 in property tax and $45,000 in excise tax upon project lease-up and stabilization.
The proposed two 30-unit condo projects will have an estimated revenue stream of $675,000 in property tax and $30,000 in
excise tax upon project sales.
In addition to property taxes and excise taxes the proposed project will generate building permit, electrical, and plumbing
fees. We estimate that the proposal will generate more than $650,000 in additional fees for the general fund during the
project build-out period. Accordingly, while the fees will be one time payments, they will constitute a short term
immediate fiscal benefit to the community prior to any operational costs related to the community are incurred.
Based on the anticipated rental values we estimate that the average new household income at the proposed rental project
will be approximately $96,000. We estimate that the total disposable income (including food, personal service automotive
and clothing purchases) will be at least 25% of the gross income of the new residents. Therefore, each household will have
approximately $24,000 of annual disposable income. Given the variety and amount of retail and service establishments in
the immediate environs it is conceivable that sales in the primary market area (Wellesley) will capture at least 25% of
available disposable income. At said rate, each residential unit will expend up to $6,000 within Wellesley for an estimated
total of $720,000 dollars annually.
Based on the anticipated market rate condo values we estimate that the average new household income at the proposed
condo project will be approximately $200,000. We estimate that the total disposable income (including food, personal
service automotive and clothing purchases) will be at least 25% of the gross income of the new residents. Therefore, each
household will have approximately $50,000 of annual disposable income. Given the variety and amount of retail and
service establishments in the immediate environs it is conceivable that sales in the primary market area (Wellesley) will
capture at least 25% of available disposable income. At said rate, each market rate residential unit will expend up to
$12,500 within Wellesley for an estimated total of $625,000 dollars annually.
Using the traditional retail multiplier of 2.2; a total retail sales will be approximately $2,959,000 million dollars per year
within Wellesley as a result of the additional expenditure of proposed rental and condo residents. This additional
expenditure will aid in supporting existing Wellesley businesses which in turn strengthens to the commercial tax base of
Wellesley.
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PROJECT CAPITAL STRUCTURE – CONDOS

PROJECT CAPITAL STRUCTURE – RENTALS

Railroad / Weston
Based on the current estimates, the total development cost for the two 30-unit condo projects is $50,245,600, which
includes $11,850,000 in initial A breakdown of the development budget is listed below.

Tailby
Based on the current estimates, the total development cost for the 120-unit rental projects is $45,648,000. A breakdown of
the development budget is listed below.

APW anticipates the projects to be financed with sixty-five to seventy-five percent (65-75%) interest only construction
loan. The balance of the capital would be funded by developer equity. Upon construction completion and sales,
construction loan would be repaid by the sales proceeds.

APW anticipates the projects to be financed with fifty-five to sixty-five percent (55-65%) interest only construction loan.
The balance of the capital would be funded by developer equity. Upon construction completion and lease-up, APW
anticipates to refinance the construction loan with a longer term amortizing permeant loan.

Construction Loan Assumptions
Loan Amount:
The loan amount will be lesser of: (i) $36,078,420; (ii) 80% of total project costs; and (iii) 70%
of the “as complete” value of the properties supported by new appraisal.

Construction Loan Assumptions
Loan Amount:
The loan amount will be lesser of: (i) $25,106,400; (ii) 45% of total project costs; and (iii) 65%
of the “as complete” value of the properties supported by new appraisal.

Use of Proceeds:

Use of Proceeds:

Acquisition and redevelopment of the properties into a 120-unit residential rental project.

Interest Rate:

Floating at 30 day LIBOR plus 3.25% (Assumed 6.00% average)

Prepayment Penalty:

The Borrower shall have the right to repay the Loan in whole or in part upon fifteen (15) days
prior written notice to the Bank, subject to payment by the Borrower of any LIBOR breakage
fees incurred on account of such prepayment.

Fee:

0.50% commitment fee payable at closing

Collateral:

First mortgage on the subject property as approved by the Town of Wellesley per the terms of the
Ground Lease

Interest Rate:
Prepayment Penalty:

Acquisition and redevelopment of the properties into two 30-unit for-sale residential
condominium projects.
Floating at 30 day LIBOR plus 3.25 % (Assumed 6.00%)
The Borrower shall have the right to repay the Loan in whole or in part upon fifteen (15) days
prior written notice to the Bank, subject to payment by the Borrower of any LIBOR breakage
fees incurred on account of such prepayment.

Fee:

0.50% commitment fee payable at closing

Collateral:

First mortgage on the subject property as approved by the Town of Wellesley per the terms of the
Ground Lease

Equity Assumptions
Equity Amount:

The equity amount will be greater of: (i) $15,547,380; (ii) 20% of total project costs.

Preferred Interest:

12.50% per Annum

Equity Assumptions
Equity Amount:

The equity amount will be greater of: (i) $20,541,600; (ii) 55% of total project costs.

Preferred Interest:

TBD
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Project Financing
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Operating Cash Flow
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MANAGEMENT PLAN
Tailby
The rental building shall be professionally managed by Greystar or a similar first-class operator of Class A rental facilities
throughout the greater Boston area.
The Town-owned parking garage shall be managed by an operator of the Town’s choosing.
Railroad / Weston
The condominium building shall be professionally managed by a first-class operator of similar condominium buildings,
such operator has not yet been selected by Developer but shall be prior to commencement of construction. Upon sellout,
the condominium Homeowners Association (HOA) shall select an operator. Governing condominium documents shall
outline requirements to hire a competent operator with comparable assets under management.
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Management Plan | Projected OpEx
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Management Plan | Market Study
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ZONING & PERMITTING
The proposed project seeks to create a Multifamily Transportation District to leverage the sloping topography of the
development parcels and to take advantage of transit access to reduce parking demand, while maintaining the Town’s
permitting requirements under existing Zoning Bylaws, which includes Project of Significant Impact (PSI) Permit and
Major Construction Project / Site Plan Review.
The project seeks to promote sustainable design and construction materials that will benefit the Town and future residents.
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Zoning & Permitting
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Zoning & Permitting | Map Amendment
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CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Construction Management
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Construction Management
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Construction Management
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Development Schedule
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TAX DISCLOSURE
APW and its principals confirm that no local, state or federal taxes are due and outstanding.

DISMISSAL HISTORY DISCLOSURE
APW and its principals have not been dismissal or disqualified from a bid or contract within the past five years.

FINANCIAL HISTORY DISCLOSURE
APW and its principals do not have any financial conditions that may affect the Applicant’s ability to perform
contractually.

LEGAL HISTORY DISCLOSURE
APW and its principals do not have any legal or administrative actions that may affect the Applicant’s ability to perform
contractually.

PREDEVELOPMENT FUNDING
APW and its principals have made sufficient funds available for predevelopment activities related to the Project.

FINANCIAL RELEASE
APW and its principals agree that the Town will not make any financial or other commitments to investors, lenders,
donators to the project, including without limitation any guarantees of debt or security interest in the property, or as per the
terms of the Lease Agreement.

Disclosures
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Required Forms
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ADVANTAGES TO THE TOWN
A1. Affordable Housing Units
Tailby – The proposed 120-unit Tailby rental project is a mixed-income community with twenty-five percent (25%) of the
units available to households earning at or below eighty percent (80%) of the Area Median Income (AMI) applicable to the
Town of Wellesley, adjusted for household size, as published by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.
One hundred percent (100%) of the 120 rental units shall be eligible to be included in the Town of Wellesley’s Subsidizing
Housing Inventory.
Railroad – The proposed 30-unit Railroad condo project is a mixed-income community with twenty percent (20%) of the
market-rate units available to households earning at or below eighty percent (80%) of the Area Median Income (AMI)
applicable to the Town of Wellesley, adjusted for household size, as published by the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development, as required by the Town of Wellesley Zoning Bylaws Section XVIB Inclusionary Zoning.
Weston – The proposed 30-unit Weston condo project is a mixed-income community with twenty percent (20%) of the
market-rate units available to households earning at or below eighty percent (80%) of the Area Median Income (AMI)
applicable to the Town of Wellesley, adjusted for household size, as published by the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development, as required by the Town of Wellesley Zoning Bylaws Section XVIB Inclusionary Zoning.
A2. Compensation for Land Lease
Initial Compensation
 Withdrawal of a 90-unit 40B project at Delanson Circle;
 Reduction of a 55-unit 40B project at Weston Road to a 30-unit condominium project;
 Construction of town-owned, 370-space parking garage of which 300 spaces will be available for public use;
 Improved accessibility for the MBTA station and pedestrian connectivity between the centralized public parking and
the Wellesley Square shops through options such as a pedestrian bridge across the MBTA right-of-way, utilizing the
buildings’ elevators and pedestrian connections or installing elevators at either side of the Crest Road bridge;
 Connection of elevators and stairs from the centralized public parking to the MBTA station platforms to address existing
station accessibility issues;
 Improved traffic control and pedestrian/bicycle accommodations at Linden Street/Crest Road signalized intersection;
 New traffic signal with pedestrian and bicycle accommodations at Central Street/Crest Road/Railroad Avenue
intersection;
 Improved pedestrian access along Linden Street to MBTA station and Wellesley Square
 Construction of a publicly accessible park off Linden Street;
 Construction of new bicycle storage areas off Linden Street and Railroad Avenue;
 The total initial compensation package to Town is $14,850,000, which includes $11,850,000 in infrastructure costs and
$3,000,000 in lost development value arising from the reduction of a 90-unit rental project at Delanson Circle.
Annual Rent
 The initial infrastructure capital funding of $11,850,000 is equivalent to approximately $600,000 in annual rent
payments at an assumed capitalization rate of 5.0%;
 Nominal rent payments for the ground leases shall be $1 per year.
Annual Revenue
 New property tax revenue from 120-unit Tailby rental project as outlined on Page 32 of this response;
 New property tax revenue from 30-unit Railroad condo project as outlined on Page 32 of this response;
 Increased property tax revenue from 30-unit Weston condo project as outlined on Page 32 of this response.
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A3. Existing Commercial Parking
The proposed project will replace the existing off-street 222 surface parking spaces at the Tailby Lot and 71 spaces at the
Railroad Lot with a centralized structured town-owned parking garage with 300 spaces available for public use off Linden
Street / Crest Road, with improved accessibility to the MBTA station and pedestrian connectivity between the centralized
public parking and the Wellesley shops through options such as a pedestrian bridge across the MBTA right-of-way,
utilizing the buildings’ elevators and pedestrian connections or installing elevators at either side of the Crest Road bridge.
A4. Construction Management Plan
The proposed project shall be constructed in four (4) phases, allowing for approximately 94% of existing parking spaces to
be available during phase one and one hundred percent (100%) replacement of existing parking spaces to remain open
during the balance of the phases. During phase one, interim parking shall be provided on the Delanson Street and Weston
Road sites to supplement the spaces on the Tailby lot that shall remain during construction of the parking garage. These
alternative parking locations will have a minimal impact on commuters, as the Delanson Street site is across the street from
the existing Tailby lot and the Weston Road location is approximately a six-minute walk from the MBTA station.
A5. Amenities & Open Space
The Project provides both new open space amenities and enhances the value of the existing open space adjacent to the
Railroad lot. The proposed Railroad building creates a continuous retail frontage with expanded sidewalk on Railroad
Avenue to promote pedestrian friendly connectivity between Upper Wellesley Square, Lower Wellesley Square and the
adjoining Post Office Park. The pedestrian experience between Wellesley Square and the Linden Street Shops is enhanced
by the streetscape created by the condo and rental buildings, creating a sense of a continuous commercial district, softened
by their landscaped edges. The rental building’s landscaped courtyards provide points of interest along Crest Road, with
opportunities for respite and engagement along the way.
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PERMITABILITY
P1. Lighting
Our lighting engineer will work closely with the development team and the Town of Wellesley to specify and locate
fixtures to ensure the proposed redevelopment meets the towns ordinances. Furthermore, all fixtures for exterior use have
been specified to be dark sky complaint. A preliminary photometric plan and fixtures are included in the forthcoming
section.
P2. Noise
The Tailby project is planning to locate the trash collection within the building through a trash chute with a compactor in
the podium level. The pickup location will be at the loading dock at the base of the ramp off of Linden Street. This
arrangement will contain the collection noise within the building and locate the pickup location in a shielded location away
from the surrounding residences.
The parking structures are will contain all of the parking for the project, containing the sound of the vehicle and passenger
activity. The town-owned parking garage will be shielded by the rental building from the neighboring residences to further
minimize the potential sound from these activities.
Given the size of the project and residential occupancies, we anticipate that the mechanical systems will consist of rooftop
condensers for each residence and two to three makeup air units for the corridors. These modern systems are typically very
quiet and do not require noise control. Nonetheless, this will be studied in detail as the design progresses.
The presence of the buildings adjacent to the train tracks will be a significant acoustical benefit to the community. The
buildings will act as a noise barrier for the residences, reducing the propagation of the train noise. Existing residences
along Linden Street and Crest Road will benefit from this reduction in noise impacts.
P3. Parking
A central feature of the development proposal is the expansion of public parking in the Wellesley Square area. The
expansion of parking has been carefully balanced with accommodating the parking needs of the residents of the proposed
multi-family buildings within the development sites. The development proposal for the Tailby Parking Lot parcel will
include the construction of 300 publicly available parking spaces in a five (5) level parking garage, with access afforded
from the existing driveway on Linden Street and a new driveway that will be incorporated into the Linden Street/Crest
Road intersection and placed under traffic signal control. The proposed multifamily building on the Railroad Parking Lot
parcel will provide a 1.5 parking ratio of 185 spaces with 5 parking spaces off the driveway from the Linden Street/Crest
Road intersection, 105 spaces beneath the building and 70 parking spaces within the 370-space town-owned parking garage
Access to the 60 parking spaces dedicated to the condominium building on the Railroad Parking Lot parcel will be
provided by way of the existing driveway adjacent to the Post Office; the Railroad Avenue driveway will be closed. In
total, 540 parking spaces will be provided between the two parcels, 300 of which will be dedicated to public use.
In order for the town to maximize revenue from the 300 parking spaces dedicated to public use, parking controls installed
as part of the parking garage construction will enable the town to automate fee collection, eliminate ticketing expense and
expand revenue-generation for parking during off-hours and overnight. New sources of revenue may include both patrons
of the Wellesley Square shops and restaurants as well as overnight resident and guest parking overflow.
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P4. Traffic
The proposed project will leverage the opportunity to transfer development density and the associated traffic from the
Wellesley Crossing (Delanson) and Wellesley Park (Weston) properties to Tailby and the Railroad parcels. By transferring
density from the Wellesley Crossing and Wellesley Park projects, the proposed project represents an improvement in traffic
flow along Weston Road and Linden Street when compared to other proposals that would necessarily add density to the
existing Wellesley Crossing and Wellesley park projects. When compared to alternative proposals, the proposed project
will improve the flow of traffic along Weston Road and the Linden Street by:
 Reducing the volume of turning traffic along Weston Road;
 Limiting the introduction of new traffic along Linden Street approaching
Crest Road from the east, the critical approach to the Linden Street/Crest Road intersection;
 Dispersing traffic at the Crest Road/Linden Street intersection by introducing a direct connection between
the Tailby Parking Lot and the Crest Road/Linden Street intersection.
In order to facilitate safe and efficient access to the redevelopment sites, the Project team has conducted a thorough
assessment of traffic flows and operating conditions (motorist delays and vehicle queuing) along critical roadways and at
intersections that serve Wellesley Square, including Weston Road, Linden Street, Crest Road, Railroad Avenue, Central
Street, Washington Street and Grove Street. This assessment has provided a baseline from which to develop targeted
improvements to the transportation infrastructure that are designed to improve traffic flow through:
 Addressing existing capacity constraints;
 Improving access to both the Tailby Parking Lot and the Railroad Parking Lot;
 Implementing traffic management strategies.
The following traffic flow improvements will be implemented in conjunction with the redevelopment proposal:
Linden Street/Crest Road – The Linden Street/Crest Road intersection is directly influenced by operations at the Wellesley
Square commuter rail station and the flow of traffic along the Central Street corridor, which parallels Linden Street. As a
means to improve access to the Tailby Parking Lot parcel and to allow for better dispersal of traffic, a new driveway will be
introduced to the intersection from the Tailby Parking Lot parcel that will be aligned opposite the Linden Street west leg of
the intersection and will be incorporated into the traffic signal system. The existing traffic signal system will be modified
and the traffic signal equipment upgraded to allow for the addition of the driveway to the intersection and to ensure
compliance with current standards for accessibility and safety. This upgrade will include the replacement of the traffic
signal controller and associated appurtenances as may be necessary to facilitate dynamic operation of the traffic signal to
accommodate traffic volume fluctuations that occur as a result of the arrival of commuter rail trains at Wellesley Square
station.
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Central Street/Crest Road/Railroad Avenue – Operation of the Linden Street/Crest Road and the Central Street/Crest
Road/Railroad Avenue intersections are directly related, with operations at one intersection directly influencing motorist
delays and vehicle queuing. Motorists on Crest Road approaching Central Street experience significant delay during
periods of the day which result in queuing toward the Linden Street/Crest Road intersection and inhibit access to Central
Street and the Post Office area. In order to improve operating conditions at the intersection and facilitate access to the
Central Street corridor, a traffic control signal will be installed at the Central Street/Crest Road/Railroad Avenue
intersection that will be interconnected and coordinated with the Central Street/Washington Street/Grove Street intersection
and will communicate with the Linden Street/Crest Road traffic signal system to ensure that vehicle queues from the new
traffic signal do not extend into the Linden Street/Crest Road intersection. In conjunction with these improvements, a
“road-diet” will be introduced for Railroad Avenue that will include modifying the roadway to function as a one-way
northbound (toward Grove Street and the Post Office) roadway that will be reduced in width to 20-feet and allow for the
addition of a bicycle lane, expansion of the parkland, and wider sidewalk and streetscape opportunities along the Railroad
Parking Lot parcel. In addition, the Railroad Avenue access to the Railroad Avenue Lot parcel will be closed, thereby
reducing conflicts along this short segment of roadway and enhancing and expanding the pedestrian environment in the
parkland area. Confirmation of the need for the installation of a traffic control signal at the intersection will be further
evaluated as a part of the formal Town approval process.
Central Street/Washington Street/Grove Street – The Central Street/Washington Street/Grove Street intersection
experiences delays during the peak hours that result in extended vehicle queuing, particularly along Washington Street and
Grove Street that impact access to on-street parking and to the businesses and recreational opportunities that exist in the
area. The interaction of the multiple roadway approaches to the intersection poses a particular challenge to balancing
traffic demands and ensuring the safety of vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists. In order to improve traffic operations at the
Central Street/Washington Street/Grove Street intersection, the traffic signal system will be modified and upgraded as
necessary to allow for dynamic operation of the traffic signal to accommodate fluctuating traffic demands and to
incorporate the addition of the traffic signal at the Central Street/Crest Road/Railroad Avenue intersection. In addition,
consideration of managed parking during the peak hours could be used to allow for additional capacity on the Grove Street
northbound approach and will be evaluated as a part of the formal Town approval process.
Grove Street/Railroad Avenue – The Grove Street/Railroad Avenue intersection and the Grove Street segment between
Central Street and the Post Office consists of a wide expanse of pavement that includes on-street parking and a raised
landscaped island that functions as the center island of a traffic circle at the front of the Post Office. These features create a
challenge to managing traffic in the context of the pedestrian environment of the proximate parkland, the commuter rail
station and the Post Office. In order to enhance motorist guidance in the area and pedestrian safety, a comprehensive
review and upgrade of signs, pavement markings and pedestrian crossings will be undertaken.
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P5. Pedestrian Circulation
Pedestrian and bicycle access and safety are an important and essential component of the traffic and parking management
opportunities that are afforded by the redevelopment proposal. The development proposal and the accompanying
improvements include specific elements that are designed to ensure that residents of the planned multi-family communities
and the proximate neighborhood areas have safe and accessible accommodations to walk and bicycle to Wellesley Square
and access the commuter rail station. The Project team has carefully included specific features into the design of the
proposed buildings and the accompanying parking garages that will improve pedestrian and bicycle access and safety.
These features may include an option to build a pedestrian bridge over the commuter rail tracks to link the Tailby Parking
Lot and the Railroad Parking Lot and a handicapped accessible elevator that will allow pedestrians and bicyclists to access
the commuter rail platform from Crest Road. In addition, bicycle parking will be provided in the parking garages located
on both the Tailby Parking Lot and the Railroad Parking Lot, and may include a bicycle sharing station.
The off-site improvements that will be advanced as a part of the redevelopment proposal include specific pedestrian and
bicycle access improvements. These improvements include the following:
Extending the sidewalk along Weston Road to connect the multi-family residential development at 148 Weston Road to the
crosswalk and controlled crossing at the Weston Road/Linden Street intersection.
Reconstructing the sidewalks along Linden Street between Crest Road and Hollis Street as necessary to provide Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant connections and to include the addition of a crosswalk across Linden Street at
Hollis Street to connect the neighborhood to the north of Linden Street to Wellesley Square and the commuter rail station.
This crossing may feature a pedestrian actuated rectangular rapid flashing beacon (RRFB) in order to enhance the safety of
pedestrians and bicyclists crossing Linden Street to the commuter rail station, pending further traffic analysis.
An expanded sidewalk will be constructed along the west side of Railroad Avenue that will allow for the introduction of an
enhanced streetscape and opportunities to activate the sidewalk area, such as the addition of a sidewalk café.
A bicycle lane will be added to Railroad Avenue.
The traffic signal systems at the Linden Street/Crest Road, Central Street/Crest Road/Railroad Avenue (proposed) and
Central Street/Washington Street/Grove Street intersection will include the addition of bicycle detection and the
installation, upgrade and/or replacement of the pedestrian traffic signal equipment to ensure compliance with ADA
guidelines. Should new pedestrian signal equipment be required, it will include the installation of countdown-type displays
where these indications are not currently installed in order to provide feedback to pedestrians as to the available or
remaining time to cross the intersection.
P6. Integration with Neighborhood
The proposed Railroad building creates a continuous retail frontage with expanded sidewalk on Railroad Avenue to
promote pedestrian friendly connectivity between Upper Wellesley Square, Lower Wellesley Square and adjoining
parkland. The pedestrian experience between Wellesley Square and the Linden Street Shops is enhanced by the streetscape
created by the condo and rental buildings, creating a sense of a continuous commercial district, softened by their
landscaped edges. The rental building’s landscaped courtyards provide points of interest along Crest Road, with
opportunities for respite and engagement along the way. Additionally, the Project will provide pedestrian connectivity
between the centralized public parking and Wellesley Square retail shops through options such as a pedestrian bridge
across the MBTA right-of-way, utilizing the buildings’ elevators and pedestrian connections or installing elevators at either
side of the Crest Road bridge.
P7. Zoning
The proposed project seeks to create a Multifamily Transportation District to meet the unique topography of the
development parcels and to take advantage of transit access to reduce parking demand, while maintain Town’s permitting
requirements under existing Zoning Bylaws, which includes Project if Significant Impact (PSI) Permit and Major
Construction Project / Site Plan Review. See Section 4 for the proposed zoning language in item 4.3.4.
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DEVELOPER QUALIFICATIONS
Q1. Developer Experience
The Pritzker Realty Group (PRG) /Aura Wellesley (AURA) team has assembled a highly qualified development team that
is uniquely positioned to execute a project of this type, scale and complexity. With PRG’s institutional investment
experience and long history of successful execution across multiple asset classes, PRG’s local team’s proven track record
of high-quality multifamily development with complex regulatory structures and close coordination with the MBTA, and
Aura’s expertise on the ground engaging stakeholders and navigating sensitive entitlement processes, the team is ideally
suited to deliver the highest quality project to meet the Town’s objectives.
In addition, PRG’s local team and AURA’s principals have worked together on two past projects as buyers and sellers,
respectively, working together through complex title, entitlement and legal issues to collaboratively reach mutually
beneficial outcomes. This team comes together out of mutual respect and recognition of complementary strengths despite
alternative opportunities for greater short term gain. We believe this type of values-driven partnership is best poised to
weather the inevitable challenges and conflicts of a long-term and complex project such as this.
Aura Wellesley – AURA is an integrated real estate investment, development and management company. With over 80
years of combined experience in land development, permitting, design and construction of both luxury residential and
mixed-income multi-family projects in Wellesley, Brookline, Back Bay/South End and other Greater Boston
neighborhoods.
Pritzker Realty Group –PRG is an experienced, strategic investor and operator with a proven track record developing
assets, creating ventures, and operating companies in all commercial real estate asset classes. We have invested over $6
billion since 1991.
PRG’s core mission is to “House the Economy” through its own best-in-class direct operating platforms in three strategic
sectors in the United States and Mexico: multifamily housing, industrial and infrastructure.
PRG’s entrepreneurial approach, significant capital base, and active management allow us to employ innovative strategies
to maximize value for our clients and partners. With a prudent and patient approach, PRG evaluates each investment
focusing on downside protection, long-term value creation, and building sustainable operating platforms.
As a direct operator of real estate and a sophisticated financial investor, PRG is uniquely positioned to maximize each
opportunity in an appropriate risk-adjusted manner. More than a capital provider, PRG has the ability through our direct
operating platforms and joint venture partnerships to create and execute strategic business plans while leveraging our
extensive industry and capital markets relationships.
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Q2. Property Manager Experience
Greystar – Fortified with a smart business plan and the intent to bring world-class service to the multifamily real estate
industry, Greystar has grown from its start in Houston, Texas - with 9,000 managed residences - to become a global leader
with over 400,000 units under management.
Founded in 1993, Greystar had a clear idea of where the company would be in 5, 10, and even 20 years. Establishing a
presence in desirable real estate markets and then staying in those markets with property management experts is one part of
the strategy that positioned Greystar for growth. Developing strong investment and development divisions of the company
was another part that has allowed Greystar to choose timely real estate projects while riding out the ups and downs of the
market. Greystar also realized the importance of spotting trends on an international level, but implementing them at the
local level. Finally, Greystar believed partners who have ownership in the business are the best people to oversee each
local and regional market. It’s an approach that has allowed Greystar to establish and maintain an entrepreneurial spirit that
continues to attract high-quality clients, investors and team members to the company.
Greystar will continue to redefine excellence in multifamily real estate through its unwavering commitment to operational
excellence and by investing in the most talented people in the industry. These tenets have allowed Greystar to become one
of the largest and most respected companies.
Greystar has been selected by PRG as property manager for The Andi South Bay, a 475-unit project PRG is developing in
the Dorchester neighborhood of Boston, MA.
Q3. Town Management of Development
APW seeks to streamline Town management of projects with a dedicated single point of contact for all development
parcels including Tailby, Railroad and Weston. All consultants and service providers shall report directly to the
development managers listed below and will not have any direct contact with the Town themselves. During the initial
development process, the single point of contact for the Town shall be Victor Sheen.
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DEVELOPMENT DESIGN
D1. Sustainability
We have engaged Soden Sustainability Consulting to evaluate LEED considerations for this development. They have run
an analysis based on the proposed design, site conditions, design practices that we would implement and have arrived at 45
points which classifies this development as “LEED Certifiable/Certified”. In addition to this, all residential plumbing
fixtures will be low-flow CALGreen compliant, in addition to energy start rated appliances, windows and building
envelope meets or exceeds Energy Code requirements.
Internal to the building, we have allocated an area to separate refuse from recycling, and will explore options for solar
panels/green roof design. Any exterior irrigation will be fed from harvested rain water onsite.
D2. Synergy of Facilities
Tailby – The proposed Tailby rental project (Tailby) takes full advantage of the existing topography to buffer noise and
visual impacts from the train. The proposed building wings further break down the scale of the project on Linden Street
with pedestrian friendly landscaped gardens in between. The proposed covered parking facility is set back away from
Linden Street, and buffered from the existing single family neighborhood.
The presence of the buildings adjacent to the train tracks will be a significant acoustical benefit to the community. The
buildings will act as a noise barrier for the residences, reducing the propagation of the train noise. Existing residences
along Linden Street and Crest Road will benefit from this reduction in noise impacts.
Railroad – The proposed Railroad condo project (Railroad) creates a continuous retail frontage with expanded sidewalk on
Railroad Avenue to promote pedestrian friendly connectivity between Upper Wellesley Square, Lower Wellesley Square
and adjoining parkland, and meets existing building heights of the underlying zoning district and neighboring retail
buildings at Washington Street/Grove Street.
The proposed building is designed with a public retail frontage on Railroad Avenue, while the residential entrance is off the
more private frontage on Post Office Square Park. The podium garage is screened from public view behind the retail store
and residential lobby.
The addition of residential units in a commercial district would further activates Wellesley Square during non-work hours
and help support local Wellesley Square businesses.
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- NO CHANGE

TAILBY LOT

DELANSON LOT

- CONSTRUCTION OF TEMPORARY HANDICAP
RAMP/STAIR TO TRAIN PLATFORM

PHASING LEGEND
CONSTRUCTION

AVAILABLE FOR USE
CONTINUING
CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION
STAGING/PARKING
FENCE

- GRADE WORK BEGINS TO CREATE TEMPORARY
PARKING AREA
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CURB

WESTON LOT
- GRADE WORK BEGINS TO CREATE
TEMPORARY PARKING AREA

PHASE 1: CONSTRUCTION PERFORMED TO
PREPARE TEMPORARY PARKING SITES.
EXISTING PARKING LOTS UNCHANGED IN
PARKING COUNT.

CONSTRUCTION PHASE 1
copyright: EMBARC Studio,
LLC.

NEW
ASPHALT
SIDEWALK

TAILBY AND
RAILROAD LOTS
WELLESLEY, MA 02482

PH1

CREST

CREST

38

111

VERTIC
AL
STAIR

SIDEWALK, CROSSWALK,
JERSEY BARRIERS
THROUGH EXISTING LOT

65

D
PE

CONSTRUCTION
STAGING AREA
LINDEN

N
IA
TR
ES

CONSTRUCTIO
N

61
WALKWAY
TO

PARKING GARAGE
CONSTRUCTION
ENTRANCE
TEMP.
CROSSWAL

RAILROAD LOT

TAILBY LOT

DELANSON LOT

- 38 EXISTING PARKING SPACES TO REMAIN

- 65 EXISTING PARKING SPACES TO REMAIN

- BEGIN CONSTRUCTION OF STAIR CORE AND
PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE

-HANDICAP RAMP/STAIR FROM PARKING TO TRAIN
PLATFORM AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC USE

- 61 TEMPORARY PARKING SPACES AVAILABLE TO

WESTON LOT
- 111 TEMPORARY PARKING SPACES
AVAILABLE TO PUBLIC

- BEGIN CONSTRUCTION OF PARKING GARAGE

PUBLIC PARKING AVAILABLE : 275
PHASING LEGEND
CONSTRUCTION

AVAILABLE FOR USE
CONTINUING
CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION
STAGING/PARKING
FENCE

PHASE 2: CONSTRUCTION PERFORMED ON
PARKING GARAGE, BRIDGE, AND STAIR CORE.
DELANSON AND WESTON PROVIDE 172
COMMUTER PARKING SPACES.

CONSTRUCTION PHASE 2
copyright: EMBARC Studio,
LLC.
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TAILBY AND
RAILROAD LOTS
WELLESLEY, MA 02482

PH2

CREST

IMPLEMENTATION OF
TRAFFIC SIGNAL
MODIFICATIONS

CONSTRUCT RAMP
TO GARAGE (LOWER

CONSTRUCTION
OVERFLOW PARKING

CONSTR
UC
BUILDIN T
G

E
GARAG D
N
A
ENTRY

CONSTRUCTION
PARKING

TRAIL

PARKING
GARAGE

RAILROAD LOT

LINDEN

ACCESS
RAMP TO
PLATFORM

BIKE RACKS

CONSTRUCT
PODIUM

TRAIL
BIKE
RACK

TAILBY LOT

DELANSON LOT

- STAIR AND BRIDGE AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC USE TO
ACCESS TRAIN PLATFORM FROM PARKING GARAGE

- PARKING GARAGE AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC USE; ENTRY AND
EXIT OFF LINDEN STREET TO EAST

- BUILDING CONSTRUCTION BEGINS

- CONSTRUCTION OF RAMP TO LOWER GARAGE LEVEL FROM
CREST ROAD BEGINS

- TEMPORARY PARKING CONVERTED TO
CONSTRUCTION PARKING FOR WORKERS ON TAILBY

WESTON LOT
- TEMPORARY PARKING CONVERTED TO
CONSTRUCTION PARKING OVERFLOW LOT
FOR WORKERS ON TAILBY LOT

- CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDING PODIUM BEGINS

PUBLIC PARKING AVAILABLE : ~370
PHASING LEGEND
CONSTRUCTION

AVAILABLE FOR USE
CONTINUING
CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION
STAGING/PARKING
FENCE

PHASE 3: PARKING GARAGE, BRIDGE, STAIR
BECOME USABLE. CONSTRUCTION ON
RAILROAD LOT BUILDING AND TAILBY LOT
PODIUM. TEMPORARY PARKING BECOMES

CONSTRUCTION PHASE 3
copyright: EMBARC Studio,
LLC.
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TAILBY AND
RAILROAD LOTS
WELLESLEY, MA 02482

PH3

CONSTRUCTION STAGING
AREA OVERLAPS
GARAGE ACCESS AISLE

CREST

CONSTRUCT
BUILDING

WING
'A'

WING
'B'

BIKE RACKS

ACCESS
RAMP TO
PLATFORM

LINDEN

CONSTRUCT

WING
'C'

EN T R Y

PARKING
GARAGE

ONLY

CONSTRUCTION
STAGING AREA
OVERLAPS GARAGE
ACCESS AISLE

TRAIL

EXIT O
N

LY

CONSTRUCTIO
N CONTINUES

TRAIL

BIKE
RACK

ACCESS TO
PLATFORM

RAILROAD LOT

TAILBY LOT

DELANSON LOT

- STAIR AND BRIDGE AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC USE TO
ACCESS TRAIN PLATFORM FROM PARKING

- CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDING BEGINS ABOVE PODIUM
COMPLETED IN PHASE 3

- BUILDING CONSTRUCTION CONTINUES

- ACCESS AISLES TO PARKING GARAGE BECOME ONE-WAY;
ENTRY OFF LINDEN STREET; EXIT TO CREST ROAD

PUBLIC PARKING AVAILABLE : ~370
PHASING LEGEND
CONSTRUCTION

AVAILABLE FOR USE
CONTINUING
CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION
STAGING/PARKING
FENCE

- CONSTRUCTION PARKING REMAINS
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- CONSTRUCTION WORK BEGINS ON
WESTON LOT BUILDING

PHASE 4: CONSTRUCTION OF WING 'A'
PROCEEDS TO ROOF. PARKING ENTRY AND
EXIT BECOME ONE-WAY AISLES.
CONSTRUCTION OF WING 'B' AND 'C'

CONSTRUCTION PHASE 4
copyright: EMBARC Studio,
LLC.

WESTON LOT

TAILBY AND
RAILROAD LOTS
WELLESLEY, MA 02482

PH4

CREST

RESIDENTIAL
RESIDEN
TIAL

BIKE RACKS

ACCESS
RAMP TO
PLATFORM

LINDEN

RESIDENTIAL

CONSTRUCT
BUILDINGS

PARKING
GARAGE
BIKE
RACK

ACCESS TO
PLATFORM

RAILROAD LOT
- CONSTRUCTION COMPLETE

TAILBY LOT

DELANSON LOT

- CONSTRUCTION COMPLETE

- CONSTRUCTION ON DELANSON BUILDINGS BEGINS

PUBLIC PARKING AVAILABLE : ~370
PHASING LEGEND
CONSTRUCTION

AVAILABLE FOR USE
CONTINUING
CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION
STAGING/PARKING
FENCE
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- CONSTRUCTION COMPLETE

PHASE 5: COMPLETION OF TAILBY, RAILROAD
AND WESTON LOT BUILDINGS. DELANSON
LOT BUILDINGS CONSTRUCTION BEGINS.

CONSTRUCTION PHASE 5
copyright: EMBARC Studio,
LLC.

WESTON LOT

TAILBY AND
RAILROAD LOTS
WELLESLEY, MA 02482

PH5

COMMERCIAL
PLAZA
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D A
A
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RAI

EXISTING
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URTYARD

RESIDENTIAL/ GARAGE/
C O M M U N I T Y S PAC E

B

RESIDENTIAL CO
URTYARD

CREST ROAD

A

RESIDENTIAL/
S TAT I O N PA R K I N G

ENTRY
COURT

LANDSCAPE PLAN

T
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E
MAY 2018

WELLESLEY, MA 02482

TAILBY AND RAILROAD LOTS

HOLLIS STREET

DROP OFF
VISITOR PARKING
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A
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S
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R
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L1

COMMUNITY
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URTYARD

RESIDENTIAL CO

RESIDENTIAL/ GARAGE/
C O M M U N I T Y S PAC E

COMMERCIAL
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RESIDENTIAL/
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MAY 2018

WELLESLEY, MA 02482

TAILBY AND RAILROAD LOTS

CIRCULATION PLAN

L2

%3%LNH3DUNLQJ

&%3&RYHUHG%LNH3DUNLQJ

ET

A

N

D

E

RESIDENTIAL

LI

N

ST

R

E

E

T

children’s play space

pocket park

shade trees, typ.

street edge seating

pocket park
play space

MAY 2018

WELLESLEY, MA 02482

TAILBY AND RAILROAD LOTS

COMMUNITY PARK

L3

LOBBY/ LOUNGE
MAIL/ LEASING

CREST ROAD

A

RESIDENTIAL/
S TAT I O N PA R K I N G

low shrubs & herbaceous
plantings, typ.

street edge seating

drop-off, visitor parking +
handicap spaces

MAY 2018

WELLESLEY, MA 02482

TAILBY AND RAILROAD LOTS

ENTRY COURT

L4

RESIDENTIAL/ GARAGE/
C O M M U N I T Y S PAC E

B

CREST ROAD

outdoor residential
dining

outdoor residential
gathering

covered bike parking

outdoor dining + gathering

MAY 2018

WELLESLEY, MA 02482

TAILBY AND RAILROAD LOTS

RESIDENTIAL COURTYARDS

L5

VE
D A
A
LRO
RAI

NU

E

RESIDENTIAL/ GARAGE/
C O M M U N I T Y S PAC E

B

CREST ROAD

plaza

MAY 2018

WELLESLEY, MA 02482

TAILBY AND RAILROAD LOTS

COMMERCIAL PLAZA

L6

B

A

connections

A

MBT

Potential Commuter Rail Connection
at 2nd Parking Level

MAY 2018

WELLESLEY, MA 02482

TAILBY AND RAILROAD LOTS

COMMUTER RAIL ACCESS CONCEPT

L7

A

RESIDENTIAL/
S TAT I O N PA R K I N G

MAY 2018

WELLESLEY, MA 02482

TAILBY AND RAILROAD LOTS

COMMUTER RAIL ACCESS CONCEPT

Walkway has a series of overhead
arbors and greenscreens to
mitigate the scale and soften the
character of the commuter parking
garage.

L8

Wall Sconce W3

Wall Sconce W1

Ceiling Light
RL

Wall Sconce W1

Step Light

String Lights at Courtyard

Uplight at Trees

Trac LED at Entry Court
and Public Park

4a"

3w"

68"

MAY 2018

WELLESLEY, MA 02482

TAILBY AND RAILROAD LOTS

LIGHTING CONCEPT

Post Light at Public Streetscape
HL

L9

* Shown with Optional
Frosted Side Lens (FSL)

